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.It seems that the incidence of aggrEtsidn s-raPidly app caching. the incl
.

'deride of love in our 'society. _P67s-rEa4,aggrtapin is but merely an_ e ter ion
.17. verbal eggres*ion: Therefore, physicA-eggralsionxepresents'but ion
f the.,Rreblems which exist in contemporary two-p'e 'rson, relativetY 100S
iltianships:, Divotxuut,tatistics begiato.pive* a picture of thn imren
the -pfbelem. 41ational statistics for 1976ein'0i'6Ate that the incidence
o C6,40;reached a new high of 4.8 per 1,000 O'apulation, and there was

one 6' for every two marriages (Reader's Ripest Almanac, 1977). Thes
tic* havebeen inFreasing steadily for the obst twenty yeaetbrid escalat

rapidly' are the past-few years. =The numbers gtial'do not even begin to expte
the other hurts in relationships which are glazed over with vellum (our mos\

.`abused prescription drug), or drowned in alcdficl (our most abused nonprescFip,
ton dru9). WeLdo know that the middlebge, m.iddleincoMe housewives are pr-mb

.

of the latgest groups of drug abusers in our.teciety.

lmost

4 suppose as a scientist I should deal with..these statistics dispa sio
,ately and moue on to other things. As a humanist, ,however, my mind reels at

th enermi.ty of the carnage and.hurt that- goesOn behind closed doors. We i\n

communication claim to have knowledge,which would help ameliorate these, problems
to-aoMeextent, If so then it would.'seem unethical not to desomething-tpl
bllpviate this massive outpburing of humansuffering. Howevez4 the tendency hbs

nA to_ seek and to teadh;communication knowledgeas academic rather thanlas-
,

a Utilitarian exercise. I have more to say about th in.the final section f
this paper.

We-do knbw that such inappropriate behaviorsras spouse beating and c ild

abuse are highly likely to have'parental antecedents. Ashley Montagu _72)

vividly demonstratesthat huhans are not innately aeOresbive, but-in



learned to 6W aggressive. 'In particular, nonaggressive models arep,rob\ably the..

key'to a.child becoming an adult who relates to others nonaggressivAly (Montagu,
".1,06).. This strongly suggests that coimunication competencies san,havo an' im-
mons& impact upon some of society's most ijotent problems.

li t
RAsearch in a variety of fields, much of it-in our OWR p inting to the/ . ...- .

validity'of-a-processual, developmental, symbiotic conception'of relationships
-.. J.-

in which a-change in communication affects the total relatienship &r

4 Calabrese. 1975; Davis, 1973; Duck, 1977; and Knapp, 19781. It is-appare
that people. cah communicate in ways that will strengthen their selgtioriships
'th_one another, in ways that allow them to handle their.dIfferbaces copstruc-

and i.n-ways that will allow, thdM to change problem-aspectistftedr rar
stionships.

ti

II

PHILOSOPHY BEHINDTHE WORKSHOP

`Four years ago, given this knowledge and knowledge ofthe problemqwhich
ist in twoperson, relatively.long-term relationhips,Stnith an,a-T de

signed and taught -a 'workshop whioh.was_intended to increase. the communication 4.

"cdmpetencies of both partners by having them practice specific communication
skills with one another.

The intent of this wor shop was and remains) to minimize theoretical con=
',tent, to maximize achieveme _tt of specific communication competencies which re-

chylight indicate are helpful., and td motivate participating couples,to
. ,

achy those competencies in an optimal learning environment.: ,

Th._ general objectives for the Communicating as CoLp le Workshop .were:

_f
*To provide knowledge-of specific, potentially useful competencies forA
person., relatively long term relationships-, in a logical sequence.

*To provide a rationale as to when andjwhy these competencies might be use

ful.

*To provide a supportive; relatiVely nonthreatening environment in which
to practice the potentially useful skills (q;g.1 couplesare given a_priv-
ate room in which-to practice during the workshop).

To provide accurat, positive, immediate -feedback to the partners while
they are learning the skills.

*To motivate the peuple to practice the skills in during.the workshop,
and to continue practicing them upon,complAien of the workshop.

.
I believed at the time tI4U-Communicating as C o pie workshop was Omialciped,

and I hold ever more strongly to the belief new, that thefollowing teachXfig
techniques are rank ordered.in terms of their effect eness in helping a person
-achieve behavioral communication competencies

3

1. Practice, the skills.
,

tT4 -

he skills uelJA,...2. Observe Ehose:who perfor



Read about the Skills

4. Listen to someone describe tha skills

But I have even a stronger bell that the most effective instructional
'unit includes all' of these techniques, with successively Maze time.given to
those higher on the list. While I immensely enjgy lecturing, I now use"it only
a.smalI proportion of class time, primarily as a motivational device, and sec-
ondally to.provide some redundancy to material presented via the other modes.

I believe that the ritial role cEfa teacher today is to develop an ef-
.

fective affective relatio hlkbetween himself /herself and the persona in the

instructional unit. In.addilt.ion, I belieye the teacher must constantly communi-

cate that e elieves in what s/he is teaching and is excited about the per-

sons begi ng la-use it.. Finally, the tbaqher who expects to teach relationship

commun' Lion competencies must be as good ,a model of ,these competencies as pos-

sible. .

0

believe that-much of the content in ou so-called "interpersonal oommuni-
cation" texts is irrelevant-to th'e'',needs of

,

ouples who attend the workshop.
The relevant information which remains is so tered thrCughout the boOk as to

make it useless and very frustrating to use -4he problem4 that the chapters

of a typical interpersonal, text are written4oyeNd scholarLrelevant rather than
consumer oriented cateoories. It i much eases to write (andt,to get like-minded
reviewers to accept for publication) books, with chdOter tie los like NonVertial
Communication, Semantics,` Methods of Central, Cgmmunicatien and*Jen Pub-
lic Speaking and. Mass Communication (cf., Adle & Towne, 1975; fi ller & 5tein-
erg, 197; and Tubbs Oloss, 1977), than%j_t is to write andthen get published

a book with chapters on strengthening a relationship or on changing problem

aspects of a relationship.

Can you imagine the frustration of the map who :
chapters on verbal communication,. non"vel.bal'communiea
ing to pull out the information:he thinks, might help
Does it not make- more sense that this sVnthesizing pr
by, mobw `accurately and completely by the scholar?
on this task. Knapp's,bqok,(1978) is perhaps 'the mo
(Buleyv 1977) is written tp as freshman Or.lay'audien
theoretical' nor does it 5ynthesiie the'same amount

III

meting to.-page through
qaptkcs,',etc., try -
his mfirriage.

s-might be done better
ly a few texts have taken
-omplete. My own book
and is therefore not as

search.

TESTING TIE WORpHdP

Research to test the eft _ y the WorkshopYsUgoes that it is very use-

ful to the couples who have Ated it. ''Short -term an, lopo-term (6 to 12

weeks later) data were gathered on a vari: of asp&tts efcOMmunication between
couples 411=10 had completed the uorkshop'and hose v§ii.hatOnot.: The results indi-

cated thatl while there were severalijinteresting rgsulta,-,the reported'freouency.
of verbal aggression did not decrease significantly, probably because it was very
IOW fOrbOth groups all along. Also,'the amount' of communication between couples

did not increase. Never, the nature of theeomMunication between couples who
completed the, workshop became much more positive and remained so at the time the

long-tern measures; were taken. The partners ih these married reported tba-t-,



since they were much more Sensitive to the effects of their communication on

their metes, their communication (had become much more positive,reinforcing,

and tolerant (Smith, 1976

Behavioral measures of relationship cooperativeness and competiveness taken

directly after the workshop and- 6 to 12-weeks later indiicated. that the workshoO

liad.a strong, continuing impact on this criticai'dimension,Joith CouPles',Who -had

completed the workshop much more frequently cooperative than those who had hot

(Smith, 1976).

.Interviews taken the later time indicated that 17 of the 20 couples in
volved felt their relationship was stronger and that they could handle conflict

:better. The remaining three coupl said they had had no, significant conflicts

since the workshop, which in itsel nay say something about the workshop's effi

cacy (Smith, 1976)..

Redently, I have experimented with the workshop by bringing in a therapeu

tic dimension. 1 am coteaching it right now with Dr. John Hudson,'past Presi
dent of the American Association of Marriage and Family-Counselors. Dr.-Hudson

is also a professor of Sociology at A.S.U. We have done two workshops together.

I am now fairly sure that this combination works much less well in practice than

it"appears it might an paper, not because we do not get along. In fact, :we are.

very good friends. The problem stems from his natural inclination to want to
extend the time for the;apeutic discussion, and my natural desire to extend the

.time devoted to practice of relevant skills.

Evaluation. of attainment of competencies in any 'givemworkshop is a very

s icky.area. Whiletnete are many acceptable ways to evaluate college students,
many of these.are not acceptable for evaluating the mdse privatc(interaction.,be

Wean mates.- On the. other.handi the criterion audience' for each person in the

workshop is that person's partner. Consequently, many times the criterion of
accapt2ble performance in the workshop,ie set bystnd compares] to actual perfer
Mance by the partner.: Each takes turns attempting to-meet 'the other's-criter

ion. This may appear'.on paper to be competitively ori'ented;but in practice it

works = out very well.

IV

OVERVIEW OF THE WORKSHOP CONTENT

AND COMPETENCIES
.

The followinTis a very general- outline of topics inc(competencies.for-the
Communicating ao a COwpie,workshop. .Norpal time to cover each unit is about two

sessions-of'one and onehalf hours apiece, although the workshop expands or con-7

-
tracts ih tinedePending on the,expreSsed needs of the participants,

exercises are performed in .0).1Wokshops in order to tailOr:each morkshop to the

couples'.neetts. Practice iliissertiv-eness and listening occurs in several of
the'exerciseavalthough not 'specifically -included f ©r specific ties

aly, some which are used primarily For facilitatir pn ptimum learn

inenvironmentere not inolcuded-here.



Uni One {Exercise

4
- Basic CommunioatIcin Principles swg., we cannot no communicate; pkl'communi-

cation has a colnt4nt _and arelationship'messagei meanings are in people ;-our c07-,
munication competence is itidependent of_self; communication behaviors,are_contagi.-.-
ous; and we 'should not al-iays'behave the' way we feel.

Sample Competencies

1. Eaph person will be able to- differentiate between re a iehshi and con
tent messages of giVen,behavior01 examples.

Eachperson will be able to demonstrate Apositive reitionship message
and.a negative relationship message-to the satisfaction of his or her
partner:. (Exercise 2)

2

Each person will be more accurate(in,intdrp eting his herpartne-
nonverbal communication orSuch concepts as "concern" and"interes
(Exercise 'l)

Competencies for strengthening a relatibnphir(e.g., keeping a conversation
going; Mutual self-disclosure; performing mutual, noncompetitive activities.; the

;:effactivd use of eye contact, physical distahpe, vocal characteristics, and lang
uage; and the role of physiology)

Sample ,Competencies.

1. Each. person will be able to initia
disclosure, according tb the partner's judgment (Exercise 10

Each person will be able to use his/her voice to increase partner
arousal positively, according to the -partnerts 'judgment (Exercise

- .

The_partnerswill be to discrips_outual.noncompetitive
and decide on one or mire that they will perform in order -to further
strengthen their relationship (Exercise 11),

a more intimate:14;11+Si of self-

Unit Three Exercises 13 - 191

Competencies for PrOductive Conflict (e.g., how to keep arousal from escalat-
ing out Of control; types of conflicts; specific conflict_ ,ACE,..RAM,
RACE', and APAC -see Exercises )6, 1.1, 18, 19 & 20; and specific ,path nic behav-
iors to, avoid or reduce in frequency--e.g. double bind, rejectioniand:interrup-
tion). :

Sample Competencies

tadh person will be able to demonstrate an ability to reduce
own artailseI as measured by a(GBIR unit.

Given a topic todiscussi,each persoh in the dyad will be able to re-
state in his /her own words what his/her partner has just said to his/
'he; p'artner's satisfaction. (Exercise .13)



,
Given a conflict roleplaying *s4dation in Which the partner's actions

bather .the person, the person- will bd.able o specifical4y bescribe.

the partner's Acticin, tp6- Circumstance in which t occurred, and the

Emotion the person felt ACE)... (Exercise 17)

-Unit EsuE(Exercises 20 26)

rii

Changing and Maintaining a Re ionship.

Communatation,as r@infor ement; thaneces'eity
the other ,ca . do that wo Id be reinforcing to

ti4encies

Sample Competencies

Each person. wifl be
reinforcellent pots
person's partner.

J.
the,uses of reinforcement;

nfprming each.pther of what
-e person; And using mutual con

.

able lo use his/her WA:cc to increase the relative
of a como4ment according to eValuationpF the
cise 2S

2. The partners will bp. abler to forMul te and'evalUate posaible relati.onr

ship.goals, and initiate mutual can ingen'cies,that,will -help them reach'

these goals. (Exercise 23)

The pertner_ will discuss each ,other des be touched yhen,

where, and under-whet-circumstances and therr-dectide how to implement

a change that will meet both partner's touching needs. (Exercise 26)

. .

A SUMARY OF EXPERIENTIAC-EXER6

FRop THE WORKSHOP

,..,

- The. ollowing is not a- complete' ist of all exercises performed h the Com
municating:as ey.Ccuple workShop,. nor' are the, descriptions -.of these exercises ..'

complete. -me-exercises areincluded-as an addendum to this opdr as examples.)
.

..Each is coded as-a P (Practice of dkill) or as an A (Apareness rakSing),

MEANING CLARIFICATION: TUNING TO EACH OTHER

(P) odOles are given two lists of phrases. Partners take turns nonvertally

.

communicating phrases PrOm the first list until mate gUespes the phrase
being expressed. Then, partners take turns describing the cues they

. use to -i.cnow when person'is communicating a concept from the seCond-

lfst.

RELATIONSHIP ESSAGES

(P) Partne rs

given to
tive than
the other
ners take
positive.

ake turns expressiing negativelyworded phrases from a list
hem In an attempt;. to make thereptionshiO message less nega
the content message.- Receiving- partner then describes how
partner. quid bake the message more poSitive. Then, the part
turns rpwordipg the same phrase to m k the content message
(Samfle message, %Quid you stop that's d talk to Me!?")



EYE CONTACT, & PHYSICAL DISTANCE_

Partners are asked to communicate at di ferent distanced, with and

.without eye contact. Then, they are asked specific questions about
-the difference's.

.OPEN, ENDED. QUESTIONS

Partnere. take turnsturning closed.ended queStions into-open -ended
ijnventing their,o0n opin ended question's and then

asking these questions.

NONVERBAL'COMMUNICATION,PRACTICE

(P) The, .main group is divided into two subgroups .to Play
of charades in Which phrases which could be feasibly said; in' a rela7
tionshio are communicated nonverbally.

a modified form

OBJECTIVE NONyERBAL DESCRIPTION

(P) Members of the main
Y
group take turns describing as accurately as possi-

ble the nonverbal behavior of one of the other members."'

PRISONERS DILEMNP

A) The main group is divided it to ma female teams and then allowed to
choose cooperative or competitive strategies to relate with one another
followed by extensive debriefing.

VOICE PRACTICE

Given' list- entences, partners take turns saying them using their
voice to excite each other, while.partner as receiver provides feedback
on how to change voice to be moxe successful,

STRUCTURED SELF-DISCLOSURE

(A) (, P) Given a list of incomplete Sentences which start with publkc infor-
mation and Move to Somewhat jrivate infOrmation, the.partners take

'turns completing eacheentence and then*moVe on 0 the. nexteentence.
A

a.
10. SELF =bI CLOSURE

(P) Partners practice self-disclosure on their oWn without the structu
the previous exercise.

11. MUTUAL - ACTIVITIES

(A) (P) Given a list of p tentia mutue act vjties to '.stimuiate their

thinking, partners each maTk intBrestfh4-activities, then they
agree on activities they can perform-together.

RELATIONSHIP COMMONALITIES

4

(A) (p) Partners focus their'diAcuSsiom on the task of detieldping a
of commonalities abodt which they may'talk at future times.



I

13. VERBAL REFLECTION

(P) Partners -serect a topic to disCuss. Then, e ore a Te _on can present

his/her own point, s /he must restate in hiS o her own words the part

ner's content message, to the 'partner's satisfaction (first part of
exorcise), reflect partnpr's apparent feeling message (second part-of
exercise), and reflect partner's relationship message (third,part of_

exercise).

14. PERCEPTUAL DIFFERENCE CONFLICTS

(P) Partners analyze their daytoday differences to see if they might be
caused by,differences in ability to see, hear, ("That pie ie too

weet!" "NO it's not! "), smell, and so on.

16. (RAM) RESPONSE TO UNFAIR ATTACK-

(F) Partners take turns responding with RAM statements _role playing situa'

tions in which they have been unfairly attacked.. The person Reflects,

Partner's .message e6nribes own action and the [1otivati.on for performing

that action.

16. MAKE "A PAC" WHEN YOU ARE WRONG

(P) Partners take turns responding to ro10playihgfeituations in which,they

are wrong and should admi;Jit. The person Apnlogizes And Proposes Action
to-be performed in,siMilar Circumstances in the future.

-110 P$E,'FACE4'WHEN BOTHERED BY PARTNERS =BEHAVIOR

(P) Partners take turns responding to r6leplaying situations in which part
ner's behavior is stressful. The person responds by describing the
specific Action part4r performed, the Circumstances in which it was
performed, and the person's Emotion which occurred as a"result.

(RA) ASSERTIVE' INFLEXIBILITY

(P) Partners take turns responding to roleplaying situation in which
(a) partner has performed a bottom lint behavior or

(b) person is going to stop, performing a behavior partner expects.
The-person responds by Reflecting partner's message (followed by ACE
if partner's bottomline behavior), and then describing axactly,the
Action the person is or is not going to perform.

19. AROUSAL CONTROL

(P)- Partners practica communication skills which help reduCe their own and
their partner's physiological. arousal as they 'discuss topics which
might me mally-Cause,a slight increase in tension.

20.- SELF CONCEPT AND APORECIATIV

(A) (p)

N4

Partners take turns telling partner how much and for what hey

are appreciated.



21 TIME- TO COMMUNICATE

-Partners,describe\to.eachothe? the times they feel most like. CoMmuni',
dating during the day and the times they feel least like communicating.
Thehtheyagree on times they can Setaside during eiaek.towork oft
their relationship. .

22. RELATIONSHIP INTIMACY

(A) (p) PartHers complete a questionnaire concerned with'the amount of
time and frequency tO devote to activities*of various levels of
relationship intimacy, and then discuss with each other the ways
to optimize areas of agreement, and to 6empromise areas of dis
agreement.

23. poiAt. SETTING

(A)-' (P) Given a list of possible-goals to stimulate their thinking,
partners discuss and-establish specific behavioral goals for
what they want their rel- ionship-to be like by .6 specific-time
in the future.

24. MUTOAL*CONTINGENCIES.

order to help meet relationship goals, partners agree to exchange
o or two behaviors as mu ual reinforcements until the beheviors be

co habits.

25. REINFORIFIVT PRACTICE

(P) Partners say specific reinforcing phrases complimen,s _e'each,other,:
while:attempting to use verbal and nonverbal skills to make the phrwaes-
mere-reinforcing.

26. :TOUCHING

(A) Partners discuss how and when they most appreciate bbing touched and to
touch partner. They agree on the changes they want to make and-when
they want to" start.

Complete descriptions of some of the..e exercThes are inclued at the end
this paper. Most of them ,as well as others are included in Buley (In Press).

TOWARD THE FUTURE.: A. CALL FOR

CLINICAL COMMUNICATION

As I suggested in 11 first section this-paper we live at a time when
relationShip problems continue to eincreps In ,incidence and kin-tensity. Weel-se

,

live at a time when our society is rapidly -becoming disillusioned with 'the abil-
ityity of some 'el -sciences to provide answers for these problems,
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Our own field has become overly enamored With moving away from such perfor
manceoriented areas as oral ioterpretation to move toward the teols'of thei4pec
Jai sciences. In order Ito become defaosibleas a social science, we felt we had,
to cut off our performance roots to,'dmPhas'ize the legitimacy of our burgeoning
social scieme Capability.e As a socMel sbientist,,I, too, am cdnerned that we
be soon as a dis.cipline for providing credible scientific results. I am els
concerned, however, that we, be able\tp Oti "ze:t e 'resulte in application
the Most hurtful areas of out societri--46 w son relatively long term
'human relationship.

ust before I completed my Ph'. in'Communicati my wellmeaning aunt
.asked my mother, "Isn't it great:that Jerry's going be a-doctor?" My mother
said, with a puzzled froWn,.."Oh, but he's not mooing .be .a-real doctor!" While
this bothered me then, what bothers me=now ls'that per ponse was more accur
ate-than either she or I Wad imagihed.

We do-not dorany,doctordng for many reasons. We in Communication have,
-attempted,to cut off our traditional roots (e.g., oral interpretation) in an at
tempt to develop a defensible social science. We have achieved 'a modicum of
success in,both attempts. The number and 'quaLity of new perspectives and thpor
ies arising in our field is at least comparable to, f not surpassing, those in
other social sciences. I frequently hear some of my peers saying with pride
things like, I teach all content, no performance." For whatever reason, per
formanceoriented courses 'seem to have become an anathema to those who want to
be perceived to be "at the front edge of- the wave."

Those of us who have Pegun to breakthat mold are criticized- as being "pre
scriptive," and are therefore uneware of the "extreme complexity of human behav
ior;" or are too simplistic; or are not allowing for human choice. TA se who
have not been to the front lines to view the battle and'the resultant relation --
s ip carnage; those who: have net tried their theories in an attempt to help,
only to see them -fail ; -and these who:have only dealt with students ina narrow _

age range are at best naive, an at worst dangerous if their ideas No
science has ever survived as sc ence cut adrift from the reality it p6rports to
understand, predict and control.

We as.scientists of communication rarely leave.the sterile ivory tower
laboratory replete with the standard semantic differential, a-2 .x,2 ANOVA, and
30 -to 50 idealistic freshmen who have very little real knowledge of what-it is
like to have tadeal with an intense telationshie .24. hours a day, 7 days a. week.,

To be a doctor of-relationships means one must be able-to observe behavior
and suggest ways of improving it or changing it. These profeasionalbeheviorl
.ere more like,thoSe:whp teach performance than like those who teach content.
More.epecifically$ oral interpretation may do more te improye relationships in
one session. than most interpersonalcontent courses do in a'whole semester. On
fortunately, we heve-no tradition in obsetving and prescribing communication
behavietin the area of.twoperebn relatively longtetrelationships. (It. is

-:deVelopieg however, as-more and more communication profeSeionals recognize t
need for Clinical Communication.

Theme are manywreasansWhyeweeneede_Clieical Communication. An interaction
between clinical and theeretical communication can onlyetimulate both. -Theoties
will becomemdte relevant and usefule'applicat ohs willebecome'More OffectiVee
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One of the major complaint, I bet-from recent graddates who came to our
field because of its relevance is that it is difficult to.get-e job. In some
cases this is becabse they have a heodful of knowledge, but their hands and
mouths are skillless. In other cases, the job' market simply does not recog'
nine the competencies that a communicationtrained student brings to a job.
,Clinical Communication, as I'envision it, would create many new-jobs, especially
if we can demonstrate impact above and beyond that of the other helping disci
plines'. These new jobs would be correlated to all three levels of college de
grees. Also, internship program could provide future thedreticians and prac

ioners with "hands on" exOrience at every level of education.

The development of interventionist and counselor roles would bring more
and more of our people into direct contact with members of American society,
and we will therefore begin to be recognized in a way that building good science
alone could never do.

A Communication.: Clinician er COunselor woulb not merely be a.Substitute
for -a. marriage counselor. Insteadythoperson*uld betrained -to deal'With
human relationships at all levels of society,. an in all possible combination's.
The persoh would be taught to.observecommuliication which exists, to-prescribe
alternative-behaiors, provide:for.aneeproprietelearning environment, follow
up'. on the results and keep accurate. records for -future reference.

Within the -context of our - society, I believe thetime is ripe for the dpiY
diopmeht of; Clinical CcimmOnicatien. Therefore, I believe a professional
ation -should he started to help guidethatdevelopMent. We should begin, riltht
now, ensuring that . particular. ucational standards be met by.peoOle-who-would.
desire to perform the role-a _arry the-label of Communication Clinician or-
Communication Counselor.'

Within the context of our field attitudes must be changed concerning the
worth of a "prescriptive" approach. In addition, new Ph.D.'s, M,A.15 aid B.A.!s-
must begin to believe that what they know can have an impact so they will take
the risk of attempting'to establish a practice. Again, a professional associa
tion could be ve're helpful'in this area.

I am beginning to take,the tep. I would be,very interested in talking to
anyone else who has similar interests._. I. would also like- to:talk to anyone who
would be interesteein attempting_to start whdtwe might -call the American
CliniCal Communication Association.
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MMUNI AS A COUPLE - EXERCISES

Exercise No. Relationship Messages

INTRODUCTION: D- Euley described in the session, the-relation-
ship message of opr communication .is primarily carried by, nonverbal
comMunication. In the _following-exerciSe., you will he asked to
practice your relationship messagerskillvith your-mate by saying
articular seaten'ces-.,

EXERCISE':

1. Sit facing- each- other with knees touching..

-2. One partner starts. 'the exercise by :saving sentence number one
(below) to the second partner. The second partner then
describes whether .theHrelationship Message implies the two

you are eqtals or not equals, whether-it implies the first
'partner_ cares for the second partner, and whether the second
partner finds it acceptable. The first partner keeps saY'lr,
the sentence ,until the second partner finds -the relationship
message acceptable.

The second partner then' says sentence number one to the first
partner until the'first partner find the relationship message
acteptable .4

Continue taking turns as described above until both ha-Ve'
finished all of'the Sentenees.

SENTENCES:

Where are my keys?

Have you seen the-TV schedule?

What do you want one. to do?

4.P Are you going out again today?

5. Would you take the trash out, please?f

6.- Would you give me. -hat section of the newspaper?

I don't- want you to -do that.

I Want to talk to you after supper

9. Can-you stop doing that a while and talk to me?



COMMUNICATING AS A COUPLE. - EXERCISES

Exercise No,.
a

B Voice Exercise

,INTROIDUCTION: This exercise is intended
flexibility -in the use of your voice ;hen
your partner,.and practice in interpretin
behavior.

EnRCISE:

1.

o give you greater
you communieate with
your partner',s.vbal.

-Sit facing each other with knee§ tou ing.

2. One partner takesthe -first sentence ;rrom List A-below and-
demonstrates it-lAth an excited voice
pitch; faster, rate,:louder, fewer pa
bility inlpitoh, rata and loudness.)
Partner take .the first sentence fro

When both partners have practiced an
the sentences List A, take turns p
voice with the sentences from -List B.

LIST A:

1. Do you see ho- fast that car going?

2. That outfit looks very goOd on you!

I like the way you wear your air!

you really do that.well!

5. I'm really glad .You thought

LIST B.

1. Hey, you really loOk good.'

-I like the way you talk to me.
.7'

(Remember:. Higher
ses, and much varia-
Theft, the second.
List A.

;cited voice on 'all of
acticing an intimate

I love you very much.

I'm meally glad you t Outtit of this.

I like it when you 6514 h me like that.


